Year 5 – Week 4 – Summer 1

To create a sculpture inspired by Henry Moore – using your own designs.

Do now – Set a 45 second timer and try and recall these answers.
1) What natural forms were Henry Moore’s sculptures inspired by?
2) Where were the artists large sculptures often displayed?
3) Were Henry Moore’s sculptures realistic or abstract?

An online video to supplement this lesson
can be found at ‘Miss Linehan Primary Art’
on YouTube and is titled ‘Year 5 – Week 4
– Summer 1.’

What you will need for this weeks lesson:
- Materials to make your sculpture – These might be recycled materials,
playdoh, clay – whatever you have. Be creative problem solvers!
- Your three sculpture designs.
- Images of Henry Moore’s work.

This lesson is a really good opportunity for
you to be a creative problem solver. How
can you make the materials you have work
for you? Will you need to change and
adapt how you work or maybe even your
design?
If things get challenging this is a great
opportunity to develop your resilience and
keep on going! J
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Build up the main shapes of your
design first. Then refine these and
finally add any details. If you want to
change or develop your idea as you
are working – that’s fine. In fact that
shows you are developing and
evolving as an artist and adapting to
change – great work!

Example of how Miss Linehan developed her work. I found this really challenging
– I couldn’t find sticky tape so had to use brown gum tape. However in the end I
really liked the effect it gave. I started one version of my sculpture but it wasn’t
going too well. I had tried to use part of an eggbox for the head – it kept falling
apart. I decided to rethink and start again. I used scrunched up paper and stuck
the gum tape on it to hold it together – this was a much better idea!
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Have a photoshoot with your sculpture.
Henry Moore’s sculptures are placed in all different locations. Could you
photograph your sculpture in various places around your house? Which places
do you think your sculpture looks best in? You could even try and create your
own art gallery by putting white paper around your sculpture and making it a
plinth! Send your photos to the office and check out my photos below!

